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lutgoing Been thinking of sending this to our members ... Lots of frustration out there which ilve had to 

reconcile myself. Good Idea or not you think? ... 
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I am wanting to get Something off my chest having wrestled with this week 
this to our staff ... ? What do you think ? 

. I want to send 

Friends and Colleagues 

It is with a heavy heart I write this message , however, I feel in necessary that you hear my 
Sentiments on Sunday's tragedy. the death of Mr. Donald Dunphy. We live in a period where 
opinion is ubiquitous , while facts seemingly take a back seat to what is titillating . This is 
however where we have a responsibility, and where we must take the time to reflect on why 
we decided to enter the world of Policing 

It is very easy for us to become frustrated at what appean to be prolific ignorance prevailing 
in our society: but we didn't choose to become police officers because it was easy . We are 
police officers , and we are the civilian police Staff 
opportunity to help people. For Mr Dunphy. we were simply too late - but that doesn't mean 
we stop forging ahead into hopelessness 
betterment. 

Our community is reeling from this terrible misfortune, and we must do what we are supposed 
to do in any community tragedy - we must show strength , understanding. compassion, 
leadership, and empathy. This is our responsibility : we need to take the opportunity to 
educate and empathize 

We are the experts in our field "get it ". While we 
cannot discuss confidential details of any police file or investigation , we can indeed articulate 
our expertise in a concise way that alleviates some of the confusion that exists even amongst 
our own friends and family 

Protective Policing - is predicated on intelligence led investigations. Most will inherently view 
police work as something that is reactive . ie. Somebody is threatened and we respond 
accordinolvlnfellioence based oolicino is.a:opcque. and in the case of orolective services. 

, because we get the unparalleled 

, anguish and despair with the view of creating 
safety and wellbeing for the citizens we serve 

, and can 't expect everybody to simply 

Friends and Colleagues 

It is with a heavy heart i write this message , however, I feel in necessary that you hear my 
Sentiments on Sunday's tragedy - the death of Mr. Donald Dunphy. We live in a period where 
opinion is ubiquitous , while facts seemingly take a back seat to what is titillating . This is 
however where we have a responsibility , and where we must take the time to reflect on why 
we decided to enter the world of Policing 

It is very easy for us to become frustrated at what appean to be prolific ignorance prevailing 
in our society: but we didn't choose to become police officers because it was easy . We are 
police officers , and we are the civilian police staff 
opportunity to help people. For Mr Dunphy. we were simply too late - but that doesn't mean 
we stop forging ahead into hopelessness 
betterment. 

Our community is reeling from this terrible misfortune. and we must do what we are supposed 
to do in any community tragedy ~ we must show strength . understanding. compassion, 
leadership. and empathy. This is our responsibility : we need to take the opportunity to 
educate and empathize 

We are the experts in our field "get it". While we 
cannot discuss confidential details of any police file or investigation , we can indeed articulate 
our expertise in a concise way that alleviates some of the confusion that exists even amongst 
our own friends and family 

Protective Policing . is predicated on intelligence led investigations. Most will inherently view 
police work as something that is reactive . ie. Somebody is threatened and we respond 
accordingly. Intelligence based policing is proactive , and in the case of protective services , 
attempts to identity potential concerns and disconcerting behavior , and through a risk 
analysis endeavors to assign threat levels and implement corrective measures before an act 
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It is with a heavy heart I write this message, however. I feel in necessary that you hear my 
sentiments on Sundays tragedy - the death of Mr. Donald Dunphy. We live in a period where 
opinion is ubiquitous, while facts seemingly take a back seat to what is titillating. This is 
however where we have a responsibility. and where we must take the time to reflect on why 
we decided to enter the world of Policing. 

It is very easy for us to become frustrated at what appears to be prolific ignorance prevailing 
in our society (something I have had to reconcile myself): but we didn't choose to become 
police officers because it was easy. We are police officers, and we are the civilian police 
staff. because we get the unparalleled opportunity to help people. For Mr Dunphy. we were 
simply too late - but that doesn't mean we stop forging ahead into hopelessness, anguish and 
despair with the view of creating betterment. safety and wellbeing for the citizens we serve. 

Our community is reeling from this terrible misfortune, and we must do what we are supposed 
to do in any community tragedy - we must show strength. understanding. compassion, 
leadership. and empathy. This is our responsibility; we need to take the opportunity to 
educate and empathize. 

We are the experts in our field, and can't expect everybody to simply 'get it". While we 
cannot discuss confidential details of any police file or investigation. we can indeed articulate 
our expertise in a concise way that alleviates some of the confusion that exists even amongst 
our own friends and family: 

0: Joe Smyth I will be away from my office from April 9-19. If this is an Assmiation related matter please 
contact one of the other Executive members. If this is urgent please call 689-1800. 
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Friends and Colleagues - 

It is with a heavy heart I write this message, however, I feel in necessary that you hear my 
sentiments on Sundafs tragedy - the death of Mr. Donald Dunphy. We live in a period where 
opinion is ubiquitous, while facts seemingly take a back seat lo what is titillating. This is 
however where we have a responsibility, and where we must take the time to reflect on why 
we decided to enter the world of Policing. 

It is very easy for us to become frustrated at what appears to be prolific ignorance prevailing 
in our society; but we didn't choose to become police officers because it was easy. We are 
police officers. and we are the civilian police staff, because we get the unparalleled 
opportunity to help people. For Mr Dunphy. we were simply too late - but that doesn't mean 
we stop forging ahead into hopelessness, anguish and despair with the view of creating 
betterment. safety and wellbeing for the citizens we serve. 

Our community is reeling from this terrible misfortune, and we must do what we are supposed 
to do in any community tragedy . we must show strength, understanding, compassion, 
leadership. and empathy. This is our responsibility; we need to take the opportunity lo  
educate and empathize. 

We are the experts in our field, and can't expect everybody to simply 'get it'. While we 
cannot discuss confidential details of any police file or investigation. we can indeed articulate 
our expertise in a concise way that alleviates some of the confusion that exists even amongst 
our own friends and family: 

Protective Policing- is predicated on intelligence led investigations. Most will inherently view 
police work as something that is reactive. ie. Somebody is threatened and we respond 
accordingly. Intelligence based policing is proactive, and in the case of protective services, 
attempts to identify potential concerns and disconcerting behavior. and through a risk 
analysis endeavors to assign threat levels and implement corrective measures before an act 
of tamefed violence occuw. U~&eQna.wg.sh_ontina as an invewe.comoarison: societv 

Friends and Colleagues - 
It is with a heavy heart I write this message, however, I feel in necessary that you hear my 
sentiments on'sundafs tragedy ~ the death of Mr. Donald Dunphy. We live in a period where 
opinion is ubiquitous, while facts seemingly take a back seat to what is titillating. This is 
however where we have a responsibility. and where we must take the time to reflect on why 
we decided to enter the world of Policing. 

It is very easy for us to become frustrated at what appears to be prolific ignorance prevailing 
in our society; but we didn't choose to become police dficers because it was easy. We are 
police officers. and we are the civilian police staff, because we get the unparalleled 
opportunity lo  help people. For Mr Dunphy. we were simply too late - but that doesn't mean 
we stop forging ahead into hopelessness, anguish and despair with the view of creating 
betterment. safety and wellbeing for the citizens we serve. 

Our community is reeling from this terrible misfortune. and we must do what we are supposed 
to do in any community tragedy - we must show strength. understanding, compassion, 
leadership, and empathy. This is our responsibility; we need to Seize this opportunity to 
educate and empathize. 

We are the experts in our field, and should not expect everybody to simply 'get it'. While we 
cannot discuss confidential details of any police file or investigation, we can indeed articulate 
our expertise in a concise way that alleviates some of the confusion that exists even amongst 
our own friends and family: 

Protective Policing- is predicated on intelligence led investigations. Most will inherently view 
police work as something that is reactive. ie. Somebody is threatened and we respond 
accordingly. Intelligence based policing is proactive, and in the case of protective services, 
attempts to identify potential concerns and disconcerting behavior, and through a risk 
analysis endeavors to assign threat levels and implement corrective measures before an act 
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Yes 
In your head? 
Ok. also, ilve reconciled this work issue 
no rush. 
I have to leave swimming at 5 o'clock. 
Yup. ill1 leave here now 
yes. 
Swimming? 
you are still coming though right? 
Ok :(thanks 
I have him. We are on the way. 
So, will you get  I can leave here ... I'm feeling better 
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Please see attached media release. 

Cst. Geoffrey Higdon #819 

Media Relations Officer 

Royal Newfoundland Constabulary 

1 Fort Townshend 

St John's, NL.AlC 2G2 

Contact (Regular Business Hours) Tel: (709)  

mcmediarelations  

After Hours Call (709)729-8000 

April 9. 
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